
Keeper Security, Inc. is the creator of Keeper, the world’s most secure, ease-to-use, password manager and digital vault that uses 

military-grade encryption technology to store your website logins, passwords, financial information, documents, photos and videos. 

Keeper works seamlessly across all devices – all you need is a master password (or a fingerprint) to access your vault.

Keeper was selected by AT&T as the only password management application to be pre-loaded on all Android and Windows Phone 

devices in the United States.  

 1   Comprehensive Digital Vault. Keeper’s platform offers users both Password Management and Secure File Storage. 

Users can store login credentials along with sensitive documents, files, photos and videos.

2   Zero-Knowledge Security Platform. Keeper uses the strongest encryption technology (256-bit AES) and is SOC-2

certified. Unlike traditional cloud storage providers, Keeper users have complete control over their encryption keys.

3   FastFill™. Integrated feature for Android devices to seamlessly fill and save login credentials across all mobile apps 

and browsers. FastFill also works seamlessly on all desktop browsers and iOS / Safari.

4   AT&T Relationship. Keeper is the only password security solution selected to be pre-loaded on millions of AT&T 

devices. Keeper’s cross-platform capabilities and security architecture were core reasons why AT&T selected

Keeper over other password managers during a rigorous security audit.

5   Uninterrupted Access. A core component of Keeper’s usability is a native and cloud architecture as well as

complete multi-region redundancy. Access is available to users in both offline and online environments. Keeper has 

never had an interruption in service.

What makes Keeper different from others in the space

Keeper is available for both personal and enterprise users. With over

100 million downloads, Keeper has millions of customers growing at

a substantial compound rate. Additionally, many high-profile and

publicly-known clients include celebrities and sports figures who trust 

Keeper to protect and secure their private information. With

consistent five-star reviews in the app stores, Keeper is one of the

highest ranked products by consumers. 

Keeper is free for single-device use.  Keeper’s paid subscription provides 

users the benefit of secure backup, sync, file storage, sharing and other 

cloud-based features.

 

Founded in 2009 by CEO Darren Guccione and CTO Craig Lurey, 

Keeper Security is a privately-held company that is based in Chicago,

Illinois with engineering offices in Folsom, California. For more

information visit, https://keepersecurity.com. 
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